
A Perspective From 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Treaty 6 Territory



WHO IS THIS GUY?

▪ New to Chinatown work – board member of the 
Chinatown Transformation Collaborative since 
February 2022

▪ Relevant Chinatown experience and skills: 
Basically None

▪ Why was I asked to join the board?  
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▪ Some reflection on whether the YEG situation is applicable 
to your community 

▪ Some perspective from the side of the homeless serving 
sector 

▪ Some ideas to change the narrative of your hometown 



An obsession with Safety and Security in Chinatown, and a War on Social 
Agencies 
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CHINATOWN VS. SOCIAL AGENCIES
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“We need to decentralize social agencies” 

“We need to eliminate encampments.”

“We need more police”



How many actually are there?  
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▪ Chinatown likes to say that there are “80 social agencies” in the area, yet a list of 
these agencies has never been seen.   The City doesn’t have it, the CBA/BIA 
doesn’t have it, CTC doesn’t have it, and the social sector doesn’t have it.  

▪ There are quite a few non-profit agencies in the area, but what do they do and how 
do they influence traffic flow? 
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▪ “larger” providers
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Service Type Agency

Emergency Shelter Hope Mission (+ adjoining Herb Jamieson) 

Day Shelter/Drop-In Bissell Centre

Boyle Street Community Services 

Operation Friendship 

Supervised Consumption Services George Spady Society 

Boyle McCauley Health Centre

Medical Clinic Boyle McCauley Health Centre 
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Organization Founded

Hope Mission 1929

Boyle Street Community Services 1971

Bissell Centre 1910

George Spady Society 1983

Boyle McCauley Health Centre 1979



MAYBE….THERE’S NOT 
ACTUALLY THAT MANY 
AGENCIES
And many of them have been here as long as Chinatown.    
It’s not very credible to make demands with inaccurate or 
incomplete information.  
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Agency Type Services

Emergency Shelter • Temporary, overnight accommodations for people 

experiencing homeless 

• Housing Diversion

• Meals and hygiene

Day Shelter • Meals and hygiene

• Employment services

• Housing 

• Intensive case management

• ID services

• System navigation (e.g. income assistance, access to govt 

services)

Supervised Consumption Service • Drug poisoning prevention 

Medical Clinic • Primary health care 

• Mental health and addictions support 



MAYBE….SOCIAL SERVICE 
AGENCIES ARE ACTUALLY JUST 
THERE TO SERVE PEOPLE
And of course, “build it and they will come” applies.  But 
let’s be really clear that it benefits absolutely nobody to 
keep people homeless.  
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Is it an enforcement approach?
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BUT IF ENFORCEMENT 
IS THE ROUTE…
Doesn’t that imply that people are camped outside because 
they choose to?  
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THERE IS ONLY ONE 
SOLUTION TO 

HOMELESSNESS
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Program & Coordinated Access – Program Fundamentals

Prevention & 

Diversion
• Strategy to reduce the 

number of people 

entering homelessness

• Prevention helps 

households preserve 

their current situation

• Diversion identifies 

immediate housing 

arrangements & 

connects to services

• Supported Referral 

partners add resources

Outreach, CA & 

Housing First
• Philosophy & approach

• Provide housing as 

quickly as possible

• No preconditions 

• Provides additional 

supports as needed

• Proven intervention

• Specialize teams for 

Indigenous, Youth and 

Families

Clinical & High 

Intensity
• For people with 

complex needs

• Clinical (ACT) and 

Permanent Supportive 

Housing for long term 

sustainable supports

• Support services 

individualized for each 

person based on their 

needs

• Partnerships with AHS 

and others    
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2008: The initial 10-Year Plan to End Homelessness

2017: Opioid Epidemic Emerging

2020: COVID
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Chinatown businesses should not have the responsibility of ending 

homelessness

It is tacitly unfair that a Chinatown business faces so many more 

barriers to success than businesses in other parts of the city 

It is OK to be frightened.  Or sad.  Or angry.

Homelessness is an incredibly complex societal issue 



“We need to decentralize social agencies” 

“Social agencies need homeless people to survive” 

“We need to eliminate encampments.”

“We need more police”



Understand the situation before you protest against it 

Don’t fight people who are trying to help find solutions 

Own your narrative – it’s ok to be upset

Understand what the actual solutions  might be for “safety and 

security”
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THERE IS ONLY ONE 
SOLUTION TO 

HOMELESSNESS



jliu@homewardtrust.ca
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